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Abstract

Fabrication of rnicroelectromechanicd systerns (MEMS) requires systems for
depositing and selectively removhg of parts of a substrate materiai. The most commonly
used material in micromachining of diff'aent MEMS devices is silicon. Therefore.

depositing and etching of silicon is of great importance in micromachining.

One of the candidates for selective etching of siiicon is xenon difluoride. XeFt
etches silicon isotropicdIy in its gaseous form without a need for pIasma generation.
XeFz is extremely selective to silicon compared to other comrnon materials in
micromachining; such as Sioz, SijN., aiuminum, and copper.

In tbis thesis, design and fabrication of a XeFt etching system is described The

system can both be controlled manually or by a compter. Different etching
methodologies were examineci and the resuits are presented These experimental results

are compareci with the theoreticai caicuiations.
The second part of the thesis deals with simulation of the etching process. The
simuIation which is descnied in this report could predict the odd shape of the etching
profiles d e r deep etching of samples with XeF2. The simulation algorithms are based on

a theory which was developed for expiaining the shape of etched profiles.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Différent kinds of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and their fabrication
techniques have been investigated by many research groups with different backgrounds.

ïhis is mainly due to the potential for great improvernents in reliability and reducing the
cost of making and maintaining a system. In fact, the effect of introduction of MEMS to

system design, especially in sensor design ara, is usuaily compared to the integrated
circuit revolution and its impact on electronics engineering and later on ail aspects of
modem life. The fabrication methods for MEMS devices have their mots in
microelectronic fabrication.
Micromachining, a term which is used for MEMS fabrication processes, requires
numerous systems for different purposes. SimiIar to microeIectronic fabrication, the three

main techniques which are used in micromachinïng are depositionlgrowth, etching, and
doping. The systems which are used for these processes are sometimes modifiai versions
of those used in microelectronic industry, Iike h a c e s and mask aIigners, or they may be

rnainly designed and used for micromachining, Iike systems for m a h g high aspect ratio
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mimsûuctws.

In rnicromachining, sometimes it is necessary to use one layer as a mold to fonn
another structure. This iayer wiIl be removed der that structure is made out of some

other material. In this case the first Iayer is called "sacri~ciallayer'l Obviously the
etchant which is used for etching the sacrificial Iayer has to be as selective as possible to

minimize etching of the main stnicture. One of the most commonly used materiais as a
sacrificial layer is polysilicon. ïhus an etchant wtiich cm etch poiysilicon or silicon

seiectiveIy compared tu other materials c m be very useful. One of the candidates for this
purpose is XeFz.
in this thesis, design and fabrication of a system for etching silicon with XeF? are

expiained. Different etching methods and their experimental results are compared. The
observeci oddities ia the shape of etching profiles resulting h m deep etching of substrate
through a hole on mask are explained. A siaidation program was wrîtten

to

verify the

expianation for observeci profiles. The simulateci results ciosely matched the experimental
observations.

Chapter 2 intruduces microelecmmechanicai systems and their basic fabrication
methods. Cummon types of MEMS devices are also briefiy inaoduced
Chapter 3 discusses the XeF2properties and its silicon etching mechanism, Different
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etching systems and methods are d e s m i and compared with each other. The design for
the etching system is dso expIained in this chapter.

In Chapter 4 the expairneritai results are presented. Results for making various
microstructures and usualIy h m diffment points of view are shown.
Chapter 5 describes the simulation software and its algorithms. Aftw explaining the
problem, the algorithms are flllly explained. FinaiIy the simulation results for different
etching conditions are presented.
Finally in Chapter 6 conclusions are given. This chapter also contains some
suggestions for the future work based on this thesis.

There are six appendices for this thesis. ln Appendix A the hardware details of the
etching system are descri'bed.
Appendix B shows the flowcharts for the control software. This is included in this
thesis as a ceference for readers who wish to make updates to the software.
Appendix C contains the C code for the simulation software, and similar to
Appendix B, its main purpose is making fûture work easier.
Appendix D includes the e t c b g data, such as pressure and pulse duration, for some
of the samples whose resuIts were used in thesis.
Appendix E contains figures that illustrate the trenching effect and its dependance
on different parameters. These experimentaI tesults are dso compared to simulations.
Finaily, Appendix F includes photos of the actuaI system setup in laboratory.

Chapter 2: Microelectromechanical Systems
and Micromachinhg

Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) contain extremely srnall mechanical
elements (a few microns to 100's of microns), ofien integrated together with electronic
signai processing circuitry. MEMS devices are manufactured in a similar fashion to
electmnic microchips. The most significant advantage here is not necessarily that the
system can be miniaturized, but rather that the lithographie techniques that now mass-

produce thousands of complex microchips can simultaneously be used to manufacture
mechanicaI sensors and actuators. As a result, the price of these components may
eventuaily be reduceâ to just pennies, as has happened with integrated circuits.
Microengineering refers to the technologies and practice of designing and
fabricating three dimensional structures and devices witb dimensions on the order of
micrometers to perfiaps a few millimeters (Figure 2-l(a) [l] and Fieure 2-I(bl[?]). The
two construction technologies of microengineering are microelectronics and
micromachîning. MicroeIectronics, producing electronic circuitry on silicon chips, is a
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Figure 2- I.(a) Opticaf bench/or oprical CD pickup headfiom [Il. (bl R magnetic micromotorfiom[2l.

well developed and mature technotogy. Mïcromachining is the general name for various
techniques used in order to produce the structures and mothg parts of microengineered
devices or making sensors with very small dimensions One of the main goals of
microengineering is to be able to inte-=te microelectronic circuitry into rnicromachined
structures,

in order to produce completely integrated systems (microsystems). Such

systerns could have the same advantages of low cost, reliability and mat1size as silicon
chips produced in the microelectronics industry. An example mode1 of a rnicrosystem is
that of a control system; many proposeci microsystems take this fotm, Mimsensors detect
changes in the parameter to be controlled. Electronic control logic then operates
microactuators based on information h m the sensors to bnng the parameter to be
controiled within the desired Iirnits. But not aU devices need to follow this control-system
scheme. For instance,an accelerometer designeci to inflate an air-bag in the event of a car
5
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crash may not only incorporate a micromachined acceleration sensor, but aiso electronics
to condition the signai and detect a rapid deceleration as well as microactuators to apply a
force on the sensor ailowing the device to be tested when the driver starts the car.
Microsystems may be constnicted fiom parts produced using different technologies
on different substrates connected together; i.e. a hybrid system. For example, a silicon
chip would be used to implement conml cimiitry, whereas the actuators it controls could
be micromolded in plastic or eIectropIated metal. Alternatively, ail components of a
system could be constructed on a single substrate using one technology (a monolithic
system). Hybrid systems have the advantages that the most appropriate technology for
each component can be selected to optimize system performance. This will often lead to a
shorter development time, since mimhbrication techniques for each component rnay
already exist. Thus compromises wil1 not have to be made to ensure that each component
c m be fabricated without damaging components already existing on the substrate.

Monolithic devices will typically be more compact than hybrid devices and a h more
reliable (fewer interconnections îhat cm go wrong, for example). Moreover, once the
fabrication process has been dweloped, they cm be manufactured more cheaply since Iess
assembly is requiredA significant problern facing mimengineers is that of assembling many

microscopic components. Potential sdutions include seIf-assembling systems and
desktop factories &ed

by microrobots! At some point many microsystems wiIl have to

interact with mamscopic systems. m e n it may be that onIy a critical component of a

Chapter 2: ~Uicroelectromechanical
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systern has to be microengineered and supported by a complex system producd using
more conventional engineering techniques. It is easy to underestimate the problems
involved in mounting and packaging microdevices, and then integrahng them with
macroscopic supporthg systerns.

Figure 2-2. A micmachined accelerometer,from [3]

.

When considering mch mail devices, a number of physical effects have different
significance on the micrometer scate compared to macroscopic scales. interest in
microengineering has initiated, or renewed, interest in a number of areas deaiing with the
study of these effects on mimscopic scales. This includes such topics as

micromechanics, which deais with the moving parts of microengineered devices, or
microfluidics, which discusses the behavior of fluids in microchannels or capiIIaries.
Silicon micromachined devices have seen the greatest application, since silicon
rnicromachining techniques are welI developed rnicromachining techniques. This is due to
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siliwn wide use by the microelectronics industry. Silicon is aiso the primary substrate
materiai used in the production of microelectronic circuitry, and so it is the most suitable
candidate for the eventuai production of microsystems.
Most of the larger companies in MEMS area are focussing on the larger markets,
such as automotive sensors (pressure, directional acceleration, and gas sensors) for engine
management and safety systems (Fiare 1-2) [3]. However, there are a number of other
applications which will be important in upcoming years. These include:
Gas and chemicai sensors for environmental monitoring:

Pd gate FET's
Sn0 sensors
Biomedical sensors for monitoring and analysis:
Blood pressure monifors
Blood gas analysis

DNA analysis
Electrophoresis columns

RF and optical components for communications:
FiIters and oscillators
Low Ioss transmission Iines
Switching devices
Other optical components (Ienses, splitters, diffiactive elements)
Sensor arrays for improved reliability and performance
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Mass data storage
In addition to the above mentioned areas, there are other windows being opened to
the microengineering world as this field is further explored and its capabilities are found
to match the demand of other technologies demands. For more information about MEMS,
the reader is referred to [4], [SI, [6],[7], and [SI.

II. ~

G R A T E Cmcurr
D
PROCESSES

Integrated circuit (IC) pmcessing is a mature technology for the fabrication of
electronic devices and systems. Micromachining has inherited a great deal h m the basic

TC fabrication processes and being familiar with these processes is essential in order to
understand the micromachining processes.
The steady advances in IC fabrication technology have been the basis for the
microelectronics cevolution, h m the discrete germanium transistors of the 1950's to the

4G bit DRAM's of today, This section provides an overview of basic processes used to
fabricate silicon ICs with the goal of introducing the technology and the terminology.
Only an outline of the information related to the major process steps is given below. For a
more detailed overview of dI these processes the reader can refer to many available
textbooks on this subject such as [9] and [IO].

n e main process steps employed in IC fabrication are (Fiare 1-7): thin film
depositiodgrowth, Iithography, selective doping, and selective etching. Thin fiIm
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formation processes are used for a varieîy of materials. In a standard IC fabrication
foundry the most commonly used thin film layers are: (1) epitaxial layes, (2) dielectric
films, such as silicon dioxide and silicon ninide, (3) polysilicon films, and (4)
metallization films. These fiIms are used not oniy to build the active components, but also

Figure 2-3. Basic processjlow of ICfdn'cation

the interconnections and passive components in the circuit Along with film processes,
impurity doping is employed to modi@ the eIecüica1 properties of the wafer or thin film.
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Doping may be done by t h m a l diffusion or ion implantation of dopant atoms.
Lithography processes are used to d e r the pattern h m a mask to the thin film or
substrate surface. The unwanted segments of the film or substrate are then etched away to
complete the pattern transfer. This cycle is repeated for each mask layer in the device
design. Once the processing is completed, the wafers are probed for yield and diced into
chips. These chips are encapsulated or packaged in various ways as final devices. Since
most MEMS devices use silicon IC processes, the following discussion will be limited to
silicon [Cs. There are two ~Iassificationsof micromachining: bulk and surface; both are
based on dicon IC technology.

Bulk micromachining was deveioped dining the 1970's as an extension of
integrated circuit technology. It was used for fabrication of three dimensional structures

[Il]. Bulk micromachining of silicon uses wet and dry etching techniques in conjunction

with etch masks and etch stops to sculpt micromechanica1 devices fiom the siliwn
substrate. Extensive reviews of bulk micrornachining by anisotropic etching of silicon
have been published [I 11 ,[13].
There are two key capabilities that make bulk micromachining of silicon a viable
technology. First, anisotropic etchants of sificon such as ethylene diamine pyrocatechol

(EDP),potassium hydroxide (KOH),teüamethyI ammonium hydroxide (TMAK) and
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hydrazine are available which prefetentially etch single crystal dicon dong given crystai
planes. Second, etch rnasks and etch-stop techniques are available which can be used in
conjunction with silicon anisotropic etchants to selectiveiy prevent regions of silicon tiom
being etched, As a result, it is possiate to fabricate microstructures on a silicon substrate

by appropriately combining etch masks and etch-stop patterns with anisotropic etchants.

A. Wet Etchhg of Silicon
In general, wet etching of siIicon is used for shaping and polishing, as welI as for
characterizing smcturai and compositional features. The fundamental etch reactions are
electrochernical, involving oxidation-reduction, foIlowed by dissolution of the oxidation
products.
One of the most important characteristics of the etching process is the directiondity

(or profile) of the etching process. If the etch rate in ail directions (Le. x, y, and z) is the
same, the etch process is said to be isofropic or non-directional. The etching of single

crystal siIicon, or polycrystalhe and morphous silicon in HNA (HF, HNQ, and
CHKOOH) etchant systems wiU result in such profles. Etch processes which are

anisotropic or directional have different etch rates for different directions. An example of
this etch p f i l e is the etching of <!Ml> single c r y d dicon in KOH-water or ethylene
diamine ppcatechol-water (EDP) etchants. Examples of isotropie and anisoüopic
etching of silicon are shown in F i ~ 2-4.
m The extreme case of directional etching in
which the Iaterai etch rate is zero (refmed to here as a vertical profile ) is dso shown.
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- -

Wet etch

---

Plasma (dry) etch

ILWl)

Figure - 4 . Diferent proJies resultedfiom d~femterching merhods.

This profile can be achieved by etching 4 IO> single crystal silicon with KOH-water.
The etch rates of common anisotropic wet etchants for (100) and ( t 11) planes are given in
Table 2- 1.
In some cases it is necessary
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Table 2-1. Cornparison of the erch m m of common wet etchants for dt&rent siiicon
c y t a i orientutio~~

remove the byproducts f h m the surface. Thris, the etchant molecules cm react with

substrate more easily. Agitation usually resuhs in higher etch rates and more uniform
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profiles.

in order to control the etching process, there are a variety of etch-stop methods to
terminate etching at specified regions, such as high boron doping of those regions,
electruchemical etch-stop, and P-N junction etch-stop. It should be mentioned that these
methods can not be applied to al1 etchants and may not be suitable for some applications.

B. D y Etching of Silicon
Dry etching is usually prefmed to wet etching for many reasons. Dry etching is

usudly done in a plasma environment, which is much easier to start and stop than

immersing samples into wet etchants and, generdly, there are many more variables for
controlling the etch process. Also, plasma etchants are usuaily less sensitive to the smail

changes of temperature across the wafer. These reasons generally make plasma etching
more diable and repeatable than wet etching. Plasma etching can have extremely high
anisotropy. There are usually fewer particles in a pIasma environment compared to a
chernical solution which means plasma is a cIeaner etching method. Finally, plasma
etching produces less chernicd waste than wet etch [12].
The etching is performed by reactive ions that are generated in a plasma
environment. In fact, the only reason for plasma generation is breaking the bonds in
chemically stable moiecules and producing ions iiom those molecules. Different gases are

used for plasma generation to etch the different materials that are commoniy used in
microeiectronics. Some of these materials and their corresponding etchants are Iisted in
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Table 2-2.

The most common form of dry etching for micromachining applications is reactive
ion etching (RIE). Ions are accelerated towards the material to be etched, and the etching
reaction is enhanced in the direction of travel of the ion. Thus, RIE is an anisotropic
etching technique. Deep trenches and pits (up to ten or a few tens of microns) of arbitrary
shape and with vertical walls can be etched in a variety of materials including silicon,
oxide and nitride. Unlike anisotropic wet etching, RIE is not limited by the crystal planes
in the siticon.

The reader can refer to [12] and 1131 for more information about these techniques.

--

--

Table 2-2. Some of the commoniy used marenuis in microelectronics and their plasma
erchanrs.

Slrrface micromachining evolved directly from IC fabrication methods of
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deposition, patterning, and etching, though there are major differences. Otten, thicker

films are required for mechanical behavior and as some of the layers are sacrificiaily
removed to ailow for fieemoving parts, other layers rnust be resistant to sacrificial

etchants such as hydrofluoric acid which may be used for etching silicon dioxide.
Photolithography is relied upon for accurate placement and definition as MEMS dies have
much more topography than IC die. These thicker layers also challenge etch technology,
though Deep Reactive Ion Etching @RIE) is predominately the etching method of choice.
Surface micromachining is typically limited to a layer thickness of -5 pn.
Examples of commercial surface micromachined MEMS include microaccelerometer chips (e.g. ADXL family by AnaIog Devices [nc.). These devices are used

as sensing element in vibration sensors, in automobile air-bag deployment mechanisrn,
and in wntrolling minor arrays in portable projectors.

in both bulk and surface micromachining, removing the unwanted sections of a thin

film or substrate plays a very important role in microsûucture fabrication. The etch depth

can be as high as a few hundred microns. in such cases, choosing proper materids as the

masking layer or the etchant is criticaily important The most commonly used materials
for masking are silicon dioxide and silicon nitride. PoIysiIicon or crystailine silicon are
usually the materials that are needed to be, either completely or partially, removed. ïhus
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Table 2- J. The etch rare of Si. SSiO; and SiJLfor d~rerentwet and dn etchanu.

it is very important to use an etchant which is as selective as possible to silicon. In
Tablez-3 the selectivities of some of the comrnon etchants to silicon. Si@, and SisNa are

listed.
Noting that BeF3 is extremely dangerous and the high cost of plasma etching
systems, XeFz seems to be the best candidate for selective etching of silicon. Under

normal conditions, neither XeFi nor BrF, attacks photoresist, aluminurn, copper, or
stainless steel [14], [26]. This allows a person to employ the photoresist layer that he has
already used for his lithography, as a masking layer. This can greatly reduce the
fabrication complexity. However, XeFz can attack Si01 and

in a plasma ambient or

under UV Iight exposure 1251.

The construction of any complicated mechanicd device requires not only the
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machining of individual components but also the assembly of components to form a
complete system. Ln micromachining, bonding techniques are used to assemble individual
mimmachined parts to form a complete structure. UsuatIy entire waférs or individuaI
dies are bonded together. A primary appIication of siiicon wafa bonding is in the
fabrication of Silicon On Cnsutator (SOI)devices, where a wafer bonding and thinning

process is used to produce a bulk-quality layer of single-crystal silicon over a thin film
of thermally grown silicon dioxide. SOL wafers are then used to fabricate devices with
reduced parasitic capacitance and leakage (ie. higher device performance) in cornparison

with conventional silicon devices fabricated on buIk silicon.
When used in conjunction with micromachining techniques, wafer bonding allows

the fhbrication of three diensional structures which are thicker than a single wafer. This
is important for micropumps and microvaIves where more than one cavity is needed in
series in the thickness direction. Several processes have been devehped for bonding
silicon wafers. Silicon direct bonding is used to bond a pair of silicon wafers together

diredy, face to face. Anodic bonding is used to bond dicon to glass.
Wafer bonding processes add substantial flex~iilityto the device design and also
sdve some of device packaging problems. Examples of wafer bonding applications are

packaging for pressure transducers, accelerometers, sealed cavities, and thennaily isolated
structures, and fluid wntrol devices. A review of bonding techniques is given in 1151 and
61.
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High aspect ratio processes provide a means for fabricating micromechanical
components with srna11 lateral dimensions in cornparison with their heights. ReIatively

thick and narrow sfructures offer high rigidity in the direction perpendicular to the

substrate and cornpliance in the lateral directions. For rnicroactuator applications, thick,

high aspect ratio devices offet the pssibility of compact production of hi& torqudforce
ratios, because of the larger interaction areas [17].

LIGA is pmbably the b a t knowu method of fabricating high aspect ratio stnrctures
f 181. LIGA is an acronym derived h m the G m a n words uthografie, Galvanik.

Abfonnung, which means lithography, eiectroforming, and injection molding. In this
process, high intensity, low divergence, hard X-rays are used as the exposure source for

the lithography. These X-rays are u d l y produced by a synchrotron radiation source.

PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate)is used as the X-ray resist. The capabilities of this
fabrication process for high-aspect-ratio fabrication are substantial. Thicknesses of
several hundreds of microns and aspect ratios of greater than 100 to 1 (height to width)

have been achieved, The sidewalIs of the plated structures are ahost vertical and smooth

and they c m be even used for optical components [19]. Also, by means of subsequent
replication processes, such resist reliefs may be transformeci into compiernentary dief
s t r u c and
~ a wide variety of materids may be utilized. This replicating method has the

potentiai

to

make the pmcess reasonably cost effective. However, a synchrotron is
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necessary for LKA, and sincc oniy a few exist in the world, the number of research

groups that can currently use this pmcess is limiteci. There has been a great da1 of
research on LIGA-like methods using high aspect ratio lithography and films [20],1311.

A transducer is a device that converts one physical quantity to another. The change

in the resistance of some materials upon the application of stress to them is one example
(piezoresistive effect). Deformation of a piezoelectric crystal under an appkd e1ectric
field is another. Sensors and actuators are special types of transducers. In the present
context, a sensor is a device that converts one physical or chmical quantity to an
eiectrical signal, to be processed by the microsystem. Similarly, an actuator is a device

which converts an electricai quantity into a physical or chemical one. Many of the sensors

descnied below have been developed within the microelectronics industry and do not
involve special micromachining techniques. However, some of these sensors cm be

enhanceci by the use of micromachining techniques (e-g. for thermal isolation).
Micmactuators are required to drive the resonant sensors and make hem osciilate at their

resonant fiequency. They are aIso required to produce the mechanical output required of
particular microsystems; this may be moving micromirrors to scan laser beams or
mvitching them h m one fiber to another [22], ro drive cutting tools for microsurgicd
applications, to drive rnicropumps and vdves for mictoanaiysis or rnicrofluidic systems,
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or these may even be microelectrode devices to stimulate nemous tissue in neural
prosthesis applications [23]. A variety of methods exist for achieving micmactuation like:
electrostatic, rnagnetic, piezoelectric, hydraulic, and themial. Of these, electrostatic and
piezoelectric methods currently look most prornising, although the others have their place.
EIectrostatic actuation is possibly the most common and weIi developed method, but it

does suffer a M e h m Wear and sticking problems. Magnetic actuators usudly require
relatively high currents -ce

high power). However, uniike electrostatic actuators.

rnagnetic actuators can be used for both pushing and pulling objects. Thermal actuators

also require relativeIy large mounts of electrical energy and the generated heat also has
to be dissipated, A detailed description of these methods is beyond the scope of this

thesis.
The mechanicd sensors that wiI1 be d i s c d here can be categorized into two
groups. The k t uses physicd mechanisms to dirrctiy sense the parameter of interest (e.g.
distance. main). The second type uses microstructures to enable the mechanicd sensors
to detect parameters of interest that cannot be measured directly with the first type of
sensor (e.g. acceleration). In almost al1 of these cases, releasing of a mechaniai
microstnrcture is necessary.

A. Piezoresistive Sensors
The change in resistance of a materiai with an applied main is termed the
piezoresistive effect. Piezoresistors are relativdy easy to fabricate in silicon, being just a
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small volume of silicon doped with impurities to render it n-type or p-type. Also the
signal detection circuitry is simple. They have been used in a variety of applications
where the measurement of the strain is desired or in applications that some other
mechanical quantity (e.g. pressure or force) is first transformed to stress, which is then

B. Piezoelectric Sensors
When a force is applied to a piezoelectric material, a charge is induced on iis surface

which is proportional to the applied force. The apptied force can thus be computed by
measurïng the electrical potentid that appears a m s s the crystal. Cornmon piezoeiectric
crystals used for microengineered devices include zinc oxide and PZT (PbZrTi03 - lead
zirconate titanate), which can be depositd on microstructures and then pattemed. The
piezoeleciricity property can aiso be used for microactuation and moving objects within
very smdl distances. Piezoelectric actuation has been widely used

in scanning probe

microscopy where it is desirable to be able to movc the probe on the surface of the sample
over very small distances and with hi& accmcy.

C. Capacitive Sensors
For two parailel conducting pIates, separated by an insulating matenal, the
capacitance between the pIates is given by,

where A is the area of the plates, d is the distance between them, and E is the dielectric
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pennitivity which depends on the material between the plates. For air, E Es 8 . 8 5 4 ~ 1 0 ~ ' ~

Flm and is usually denoted by 6.It is assumed that the circumferences of the plates are
much larger than the distance between them, so that fnnging effects can be negIected. It
can be seen that the measured capacitance is inversely proportional to the distance
between the two plates. tt is possible to use this technique to measure srnall displacements
(microns to tens of microns) with high accuracy (sub-nanometer); however the
instrumentation required to masure capacitance changes can be complex. In Fieure 1-2 a
micrornachined accelerometer which employs capacitive sensing for measuring the
amount of acceleration of the central proof mass is shown.

D. Opfical Sensors
Silicon is a reflective material, as are many other materiais used in serniconductor
device

fabrication (e-g. aiuminum). Thus optical means may be usai to sense

displacement or deformation of microengineered cantilevers, membranes, etc. A laser is
directed at the surface to be monitored in mch a way that interference fhges are set up.
By analyzing these firinges, displacement or deformation may be detected and quantified.

One a m where this technique is o h employai is atomic force microscopy (MM)for
monitoring the deflection of a cantilever on which the sensing tip is mounted.

E. Resanant Sensors
These are based on micrornachined cantilevers, or bridges, or similar structures
which are driven to oscillate at their resonant Frrquency. Changes in the resonant
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fiequency of the device are typically sensed using different techniques, including
piezoresistivity, optical techniques, or capacitive sensing. The resonant frequency of a
bridge is relateci to the force applied to it (between anchor points), its length, thickness,
width, m a s , and the modulus of elasticity of the material from which it has been

Figure 2-5. A M E ~ U S ~ f r e r[24].
~m

fabricated. If the membrane that the bridge is mounted on is defomied, for instance, if

there is greater pressure on one side than the other, then the force appIied to the bridge
results in change to the resonant frequency.
Altematively, a resonant device may be used as a biosensor, by coating it with a

materiai that binds to the substance of interest. As more of the substance binds to the
device, its mass wilI be increased, again aitering the resonant frequency. In Figure 7-5 a

MEMS filter is shown, which first converts an eIectncai signal to mechanical vibrations
which are then converted back to an electricd signai [24].
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XX. OTHER
M E M S APPLICA~ONS
In addition to sensors area, the MEMS devices have numerous other applications in
other fields. A few examples are: RF devices. biomedical applications (BioiLIEMS),
microfluidics, micrombology, microactuation, etc.
Coverage of al1 these topics is beyond the scope of this thesis and the interesteci user
can refer to the references.

Chapter 3: Xenon Difluoride Etching of
Silicon

Xenon difluoride (XeF2) is a white crystalline soIid at room temperature, with
rocksalt-size grains. It has a sublimation pressure of about 4Ton at room temperature.
The gas will fonn HF in presence of water vapor, which is a potential safety hazard.
However, with caution and proper ventilation, it cm be handled safely. If necessary, an
acid scmbber should be connecteci to the exhaust of the etching system.
XeF2 is member of a family of fluorine based silicon etchants which includes CIF,,
BrF3, BrF5, and IFs [251, [26], [37. Al1 of these compounds cm be used for etching of
silicon. XeF2 is more than IO" times more reacîivt than F2 molecules itself and hence, in
many experiments it has been used as a source for fluorine atoms. XeF2 etches silicon

isotropically, with etch rates as high as 15Crm/min [27] in its gaseous form (non-plasma).
At Iow pressures, fie etch rate is Iineariy proportiond to pressure. XeFr is extremely
selective to dicon with respect to other comrnon materids in semiconductor industry
(Table 2-5), such as aiurninum, silicou dioxide, siiicon nitride, and even photoresist, This
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Figure 3- I . A simpi$ed schematic of a plasma efchingqstem.

makes XeFr a very attractive material, especidly for post-CMOS processing of integrated
circuits and systems 1351. This pmpeity makes XeF?an inexpensive altemative for plasma
etching in many applications, since a XeFr etching system set up is much simpkr than a
plasma or reactive ion etcbing one. As can be seen in Fieure 3-1 and F i m e 3-7 , both

Figure 3-2. ShpIified schemutk of a nucrNe ion erching ?stem
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plasma and reactive ion etching require a high power RF voltage source. Both methods
are also sensitive to the pressure inside the etching chamber and the gas ratios.
A XeFI etching system is considerably simpler and l e s sensitive to different etching

parameters. The most important factors for etching silicon with XeF: are time and etching
pressure. Both of these parameters may be easily controlled.
Currently, many different companies pmduce XeF2 with high purity (>99%) at
prices starting Eom a few dollars per gram.

LI. THEE T ~ MECH~LNISM
G
It has been weIl known that radicals generated in a fluorocarbon plasma produce
volatile species as a consequace of chemical ceactions which occur at the surface of
silicon and its compounds. For example, F atoms and CF3 radicals generated in gas phase
by plasma-induced dissociation of CF4 react wiîh dicon to f o m SiFl(volatile).
In almost ail cases, the etching mechanism of a solid material by exposing to gas
phase particles with or without a plasma can be descnied by the following sequence of

steps: (1) non-dissociative adsorption of gas phase species at the surface of the material
to be etched; (2) dissociation of this adsorbed gas; (3) reaction benveen the adsorbed
atoms and the solid d a c e to fonn an adsorbed product moIecule; (4) desorption of the
product molecule into gas phase; (5) and finaIIy the removai of non-reactive residue (e.g.
carbon, which can be bumt) h m the d a c e [2S]. These steps can be best explained by
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illustrating them in an example Iike reaction of silicon with CF, radicals:
Step 1:Non-dissociative adsorption:
CF3 (gas) + Si -,CF3 (ads.) + Si,
Step 2: Dissociative adsorption:

CF3 (ads.) + Si + C (ads,) + 3F (ads.) + Si,
Step 3: Formation of product molecule:
4F (ads.) + Si + SiF, (ads.),
Step 4: Desorption of product molecule:
SiF, (ads.)

+ SiF, (gas),

Step 5: Residue m o v a l :

C(ads.) + 4F (ads.)

4 CF4 (gas).

î h e first step almost always occurs since attractive forces between the nondissociated molecule and the surface usually exist, This step may involve a '@recursor
state" where the molecule is mobile and diffuses through a thin boundary layer on the
surface until it dissociates, possibly at a step, vacancy, or other defect. The resulting
atoms may continue to diffise or may become attached to a given surface site. On the
other hand, sometimes the first four steps occur almost simultaneously, with very low or
no diffusion. Fially, for atomic fluorine, the first two steps would be combined and
labeled "adsorption", but the conceptual framework would be similar.

If any of the above five steps does not occur, the reaction wiIl not proceed. The
avaiIable data shows that the second step (dissociative chemisorption) either does not
29
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occur or occurs slowly for most of the rnoIecules, such as CF,, CFJH, CFCh and CCk.
Therefore, it is the role of a plasma environment to change such non-reactive particles
into reactive species. On the other hand, studies have shown that carbon is easily
deposited on a silicon wafer, but is removeci fiom it with some difficulty, which causes
problems during the fifth step. For silicon at room temperature, the steps 3 and 4 occur at
the sanie time. Thus if there is a gas which does not l a v e residue on surface and which

dissociatively chemisorb, it can be used for etching of silicon simply by exposing silicon
to an ambient atmosphere of that gas. An obvious candidate is F:, but due to the strong
chemical bond between the fluorine atoms, the reaction probability between FI and silicon
is very small. The next candidates can be the noble gas compounds of fluorine such as
XeF2. At room temperature, the XeF2-Si reaction is more than l@ times faster than F r S i
reaction.

The approximate reaction equation for XeF2 and silicon is given by:
X e F ? + Si + 2Xe + SiF,
Significant quantities of fluorine are always observeci on the surface of the samples
etched by XeF2. However, no data has been avaiiable that shows any indication of
adsorbed xenon [2q.This implies that XeF2 is dissociatively adsorbed on these surfaces

and after the reaction the xenon atom, being a nobIe gas, is immediately desorbeci into the
gas phase. However, etching of siiicon does not start Uistantaneously upon exposure to
XeFz since a fluorosilyl layer on the surface has to be formed During the etching, two
stable products, SiF, and SizF6, and a free radical, SiF3 are formed. The relative amount of
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each of these products depends on doping and XeFi flux [28].
Due to the weak chernical bond between xenon and fluorine atoms, one may
essentially consider XeFz as a source of fluorine atoms. To veri@ this assumption, many
research groups have investigated the differences between the reaction of Xe& and
fluorine atoms with silicon, for exampie [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], and [34]. These
studies indicate that although XeF2 decornposes relatively easily, there are some
differences between etching silicon with XeF: and fluorine atoms. For example one of the
byproducts in both cases is SiFi which fonns a surface layer that can affeçt how fast the
reaction proceeds. It has been observed that the ratio of SiFa to SiFz molecules resulting
kom the reaction between XeFz and silicon is srnaIIer than that of the reaction between
fluorine atorns and silicon. ïhk might be one of the sources of the existing difference
between reaction probabilities of XeFz and fluorine atoms with silicon [35]. It is aIso
suggested that adsorption piays an important role in reaction of XeFz with silicon but not

with F atoms [3 11.

Due to the extremely high observed selectivity of XeFr to silicon. presentation of
very thin layers of other materials Iike Si@ can prevent the etch to proceed. So sarnple
preparation is required before etching. In most cases the native oxide should be rernoved
by an HF dip for a few seconds. This high degree of seIectivity can be explained by the
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fact that fluorine atoms attack silicon spontaneously, but reaction with other materials,
especialIy silicon compounds such as silicon dioxide and silicon nitride, requires not only
fluorine atoms but aiso high temperatures ancilor radiation 1371. In fact, it is known that
XeF2 will attack silicon compounds, such as SisNJ or Sioz, in an plasma environment or
under ultra violet radiation [25].
The reaction rate (Le. etch rate) of silicon with XeFz can be described by an

Arrhenius equation of the form [34]:

where R is the etch rate of siIicon in Cun/min, vo is a preexponential factor (1.9xIO-''

kcaI.cmJlrninK3'~,
N is the number of XeFt atoms in volume V (cmJ) above the dicon
d a c e , k is the Boltzmann constant (1.987~

kcaUmole/K), T is the absolute s u b m t e

temperature (K),and Enis the effective activation energy (-3.2 kcalhole).
if one assumes that the etching process is chernicd reaction limited and the XeF:
concentration is uniform in the etching chamber, the changes in the number of XeF:
atoms, N, can be expressed as:

where A is the silicon opening area of the etching sampIe and n~ is the atomic density of

buIk silicon.
[f we combine equations 3-1 and 3-2, we can End the changes in number of XeFr
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atoms as a tlnction of time:

where NOis the initial number of XeFz atoms and C is a constant.

This equation shows that the nurnber XeF? moiecules decrases exponentiatly as the
etch proceeds. In other words, this means that h e etch rate demases with time for a
known amount of XeF2. However fhis equation must be used carefully since area of the

exposed silicon changes considerably due to the removai of siiicon atoms h m the
surface and more importantly, due to surface toughness.
These equations wiIL be usai to caiculate the etch rate and etch depth for different
etching methods which are explaineci later in this chapter.

There are two commn rnethods of etching dicon using XeF?. In the simplet
method, dicon can be etched by either using a constant fiow of XeFr or putting the
sarnpte in a chamber with a known pressure of XeFz during the who[e etching period [36],
[391. A schematic of a system to etch dicon with either of these methods is strown in

Fieure 3-3- To start etching, first the etching chamber is nIIed with nitrogen through V2,

and then is vented down to a pressure of 25mTorr or Iess by c1osing V2 and opening V!.
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Figure 3-3. Schematic of a simple XeF: etching s y s t m

Then both of the valves are closed, and if the pressure inside the XeFr crystai chamber is
equd to the desired d u e , VI is opened for a limited time so that the pressure inside the
etching chamber reaches to its predetermined value (nomially around 0.1-3Torr). The
ultimate pressure inside the crystaI chamber can not exceed the sublimation pressure of
XeF2. The system will remain in this state for a specified t h e during which the etching is
required to be in progress. As mentioned earlier, due to the necessity of formation of a
fluomsilyl layer, the etching does not start instantaneously upon the exposure of the
silicon to XeFz [27].

S. Pulse Mode Etching
Exposing silicon to a constant flow/amount of XeFz results in widely varying
performance depending on the quantity, age, and history of the crystals in the source

chamber. The effect of these phenornena can be reduced by employing another method
which is called pulse method [24, [35l, In this method, instead of exposing dicon to a
constant flow or amount of XeF2 during the whote etching time, the required t h e is
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Figure 3-4. Schmtatic of a pdse etching *rem.

divided into a few smaller periods. ï h e rest of the process is basically the same as the one
that was described earlier. In sorne cases, there is another chamber added to the etching
system ("expansion chamber" in Fiare 3-41, This chamber improves the control on the
pressure of etching chamber. To perform a single cycle of etching, first both etching and
expansion chambers are filled with nitmgen through VZ and

V4,

while other valves are

closed. Then these chambers are pumped down to a pressure of 5 h T o n or less by
opening VI and VSand keeping the other valves cIosed. The expansion chamber is filled
with XeF2 vapor h m the subhmating cxystals in the source chamber, while the etching
chamber is pumped down to Ioww pressures, Once the target pressures are reached
(typically 1-3Torr in the expansion chamber and around 20mTorr in etching chamber),
the expansion chamber is isoIated fiom the source, the etching chamber is isolated from
the pump, and the two chambers are connected together. The pressures equilibrate in less

than a second and etching begins aftenvards Changes in the pressures of the etching and
expansion chambers are shown in Fimre 3-5 [273, The slight change of the pressure
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Figure 3-5. Presmre chunges imide the expansion and etching chambers during an etching -le
fiom

p71.

inside the etching chamber during the etching period is due to the formation of byproduct
compounds resulting h m the reaction between XeFt and dicon.
Since XeF2 does not attack aIuminum, chambers and pipes can be made of

aiuminum, rather than stainless sted which is more difficutt to shape. The vacuum pump
used in these systerns is usuaIly a mechanical roughing pump without any special oil.
However, there is a possïbility of formation of HF in oil.
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A complete XeFz etching system was designed and successfilIy tested. A schematic

of the initial configuration of the system is s h o w in Fieure 3-6. [35]and [37] show that
pulse etching with XeF: would result in more unifonn profifes and is more repeatable
than putting the samples exposed to a constant fiow of the gas or leaving them in a
chamber filled with XeFz for a long time. Thus, the system was designed for pulse mode
etching. To perfonn etching pulses, vacuum valves are needed to open or close the paths
through which the gases c m flow. Due to the fact that the etching pulses may be as short
as tens of seconds in duration, one should be able to open or close the valves in much
Flow Meter

Figure 3-6. Sitnplifiedschematic of the iniriaI design of the SëFZ erching qstem
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shorter intervals in order to not affect the timing of the etch. Pneumatic valves are suitabLe
for this application. As mentioned earlier, since XeFz does not attack either alurninum or

stainless steel, the vaive body, pipes, and the chambers can be made out of these two
materiais. In the fabricated systern the main etching chamber and most of the pipes were
made of ahrninum due to the relative ease of shaping it with respect to stainiess steel. The

valves and the flanges were made of stainiess steel. To connect different vacuum parts to

each other, ConFlat type Banges were chosen because of their sirnplicity, low leakage,

and ease of maintenance.
As can be seen in Fioure 3-6, there are two vaIves between the aystal chamber and

the main etching chamber. This increases the flexibility of the design, since an expansion
chamber can be easily added between these valves. This design also ailows the use of
ody one pressure gauge to measure the pressure inside either the crystaVexpansion

chamber or the etching chamber, by appropriate opening and closing of Vr and V3.The

tradeoff of using a single pressure gauge is not being able to read the pressures of both
chambers at the same time. However, this is not necessary in most cases.
ï h e selected valves were pneumatic valves which could be opened or cIosed by a

sending an elecuicai signal to a solenoid which was mounted on them. This ailows the
user to rernoteiy control the operation of the systern by a simple control board (Appendix
A)A series of etches was perfonned with the system described above on many

samples. After these tests, the initial electronics and hardware desi-ens were madified. In
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the fint design, to fil1 the main chamber with XeF2 and establish a reasonable pressure
level for etchiig, the crystal chamber needed to be

C O M ~ Cdirectly
~ ~

to the etching

chamber for a relatively long time (qto a minute). This procedure involves the nsk of
contaminating the XeFr crystals. To avoid this potential problern, an expansion chamber
was added to the system (Fisure 3-7).

Figure 3- 7. OriginaI design wifh the expanrion chmnber added to it

The expansion chamber was easily added to the systern by taking off the pressure
gauge tkom its initial position and attaching a vacuum Tee to where the pressure gauge

had ben. The expansion chamber was connecteci to one of the connections and the

pressure gauge was C O M ~ C ~ C ! ~ to the other one.
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Although this design could d u c e the risk of crystal contamination, it also
introduced a new problem. The way the etch was performed with the added expansion
chamber is as follows. First the expansion chamber is connected to the crystal chamber
while the main chamber is purnping d o m to low pressures. When the pressure inside the
expansion chamber is high enough, the valve between the expansion and crystal chambers

0/3 in Fiure 3-7) is closed, the etching chamber is isolated h m the vacuum pump (VI
closed), and the etching and expansion chambers are connected to each other (V,opened).
The XeFi gas, which has already filled the expansion chamber, will Eiow into the etctiing
chamber. In less than a second the pressure inside two chambers equilibrates and XeFz
starts to etch silicon [27]. However, afier this initial suction of XeF2 gas into the main
chamber, movement of those XeF2 molecules, which are in currently the expansion
chamber, to etching chamber wiIl be govemed $y diffusion (ignoring the slight and sIow
incrernent of the pressure hside the etching charnber). Since the distance between the
etching and expansion charnber is very long compared to the mean fke path of the gas
molecules at the etching pressure (30cmvs. -20pm), it will take a very long t h e for the
XeFz molecules inside the expansion charnber to migrate to the etching chamber where

they can react with silicon.
ï h e mean fiee path of a gas molecule can be found fiom the folIowing equation
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where R is universal gas constant (8.3 145 Jfmole K), T is temperature in Kelvin, d is the

molecule dimeter (m), NA is the Avogadro number (6.022x tp),and P is pressure
(Pascal). It can be seen that for common etching pressures (0.3-3Torr) the mean fke path

lies in the range of 10- 100pm.
If it is desired to perform multiple short pulses (-10's of seconds) at a certain
pressure, this technique wiU end up in conmrning a much farger quantity of XeFz
compareci to the amount of the gas which is actualIy needed to etch away the same
amount of silicon. This is due to the trapping of a considerable amount of almost fresh
XeFz gas in the expansion chamber which will be pumped out of the system during the
purge cycles. in faci, when pumping d o m the etching chamber after each etching pulse,
it was obsmed that the silicon was etched, aithough the pressure was dropping rapidly.

It has always been dlesuable to automate the controllhg of a system to a computer.

Thus, a cornputer program was written to control the whole system with accurate timings
and pressure readings. This software offers the user with many different options based on
the desired etching sequence. 'lhe communication with the pressure gauge is establishi

through a serial connection (RS-232). To change the status of the valves, the computer

sen& appropriate commands, based on the pressue readings and timing of the etch, to a
card inserted into a PCt slot inside the computer. This carci converts the software
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comrnands into electrical signals and sends them to the main control board. The control
board is designed so that the user c m put it in manual control mode and solely takes the
contrai of the system. The other option is putting the system in automatic control mode

and lecting the cornputer control the operation of the system according to user setrings for
timings and pressure levels in different chambers during each of the etching steps.
XeF2 c m be a safety hazard. In presence of water vapor (e.g. moisture in air), it
forms HF which is extremely dangerous. Thus, in al1 of the design steps of both software
and hardware, the user safety and rnaintaining a robust and tolerant configuration was
considered carefiilly.
LabView was used to write the control software, due to its readily avaiIabIe controls
and the user fnendly interface.

The control software is written so that almost al1 the process variables are adjustable
and the user can set them when running the application program. At the beginning, defauIt
values for total number of etching puises, duration of each pulse, minimum XeF?pressure
before starting the etch, nurnber of purging cycles after cornpletion of the etch, and the
purging pressure are dispIayed. Also, the user has the option to p d o r m the etch in a
"time bared" mode. in this mode, the crystal and expansion chambers are connecteci to

each other for a certain amount of time to fil1 the expansion chamber with XeF2 gas.
When operating the system in this mode, it is assumed that the gas pressure inside the

expansion chamber will be within a proper range afier that time has elapsed. This feature
was added afier it was observed that sometimes it takes a very long tirne for the pressure
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Figure 3-8. Sofiure intefluace befire slorting the etch.

to rise a Iittle bit. This might be due to the problems with the pressure gauge or the aging
of crystals. In such cases this option can ceduce the overall tirne that is needed to
complete the whole etching. Also t h e is an option of comecting the crystal and etching
chambers directly to each other while etching is in process. This should normally be
avoided, but having this option lets the user to perform etches at higher pressures or when
the expansion chamber is detachai h m the system. The user can modis al1 values and
Save them to a file or load them h m a previously saved data (Fieure 3-8).
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Afier setting the etch parameters, the user has the option to do the etch in either
fiilly "automatic"mode or in a so called "mamral" mode, in which he can close or open

different valves by clicking on appropriate locations on the screen. Firnrre 3-9 illustrates
the interface in manual mode.

Figure 3-9. &&are

interjke in mmuat mode-

This software manuai mode is pteferred to the one from the main control board
since the user is provideci with a tmier and schematic diagram of the system, on which the
gas flow inside the system and the situation of any of the valves can be eady verified.
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n i e schematic and the timer run in different windows, so the user can place them
anywhere on the screen, The timer has two modes of operation. In default mode, the timer
automaticaIIy mets whenever the situation of any of the valves changes. In the other
mode, timer mets when the user clicks on the "Reset"button in timer window. Having
this timer is especially useh1 when the user wants to perform etching in manual mode.
In automatic mode, the computer controls the system based on user settings. To
control the systern in this mode, the Manual/Automatic switch on main board must be put
in Automatic position. n i e user has to select automatic control mode in sothirare, too.

Dunng the whole process, computer checks and monitors the pressure levers inside
different chambers frequently (in 200msec intervals) and peffonns the proper action based
on its readings and timings. The etching starts when the user clicks on "Etch"button in
automatic mode (Fimire 3-10). The etching and expansion chambers are fillecf with
nitrogen and pumped d o m to vacuum a few Urnes to ensure that the contamination levet
is Iow. Then main chamber is evacuated to the lowest possible pressure (4.lmTorr). The
systern rernains in this state until the pressure inside the crystallexpansion chamber
teaches the desired value. Main chamber, which is now disco~ectedfiom the vacuum
pump, is connected to the crystaüexpansion chamber and the reaction between XeFz gas
and silicon starts instantaneously. The valve between crystal chamber and main chamber
should be closed as soon as possi'ble to prevent contamination of XeFz crystaIs in crystal
chamber. The system keeps this state until the end of etching period. Then the main
chamber is connected to the pump to stop the reaction. The charnber is filled with
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nih'ogen and pumped down again. This procedwe is repeated for as many times as
required. AAer completion of etch, the main charnber is putged with nitrogen a few tirnes
to push the remaining XeFz gas out of the main chamber and exhaust pipe.

Figure 3- IO. &@are interjace in automutic mode.
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A.

Tn'plePulse Method
To use XeFz more eficiently two alternative pulse etching rnethods were exarnined.

In the first method, the total devoted time to each ctching pulse is divided into 3 shurter
puises such that the length of these shorter pulses were around 50%, 30%, and 20% of
that of the original pulse. To perform the etch, the expansion chamber is fiIIed with XeF:

and then connected to the etching chamber. The system will m a i n in this state for the
first hction of the original pulse. ïhen the etching chamber is disconnected h m

expansion chamber and pumped down to low pressures to remove the consumed gas h m
the etching chamber. During this period, the expansion chamber rernains isolateci. The
two chamben will be connecteci to each other for the second tÎme afkr pumping d o m the

etching chamber. Due to the existing pressure difference between two chambers most of
the XeF2 h m the expansion chamber wiIl be sucked into the etching chamber and react

with dicon, but this tirne at a lower pressure. Ths procedure can be repeated one more

tirne to ensure that most of the gas that uriginally was in the expansion chamber has been

used. Then both etching and expansion chambers are putged and the expansion chamber
can be fiIIed with XeF2 to continue with another pulse.

This method c m be usehi when the exact vaiue of the etch rate is not important or
when the etch is self-terminatins
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B. Quick Pulse Method
The other etching method that was tried enables etches at relatively hi& pressures
(i.e. high etch rates) but has a higher risk of crystal contamination. In this method, afier

the initial purges, the expansion and crystal chambers are always connected to each other

(VJopen in Firrure 3-7). This wiIl cause the XeFz pressure inside the expansion chamber
to be around the sublimation pressure of XeFz crystals. To perform the etch, the etching
chamber is pumped down to high vacuum and then isolated tiom the vacuum pump (VI
closed). Then the expansion chamber is momentarily c o ~ e c t e dto the etching chamber
(hence the name "quick pulse" method). Since the pressure equiiibrates very fast, the
connection time can be in the order of one or two seconds. The etching chamber wiIl be
filled with XeFz gas afler this step, initiating the etching. After the etch is done, the
etching chamber is pumped d o m to vacuum again, and if necessas., this procedure cm
be repeated. In this method the etch is always done at high pressures and hence the etch

rate is expected to be relatively high. Also controlling the etch process is easier than the
pcevious method. However, the risk of crystal contamination is dso higher.

The equations derïved in section HI can be used to estimate the etch depth and etch

rate based on the number of XeFz moIecuIes inside the etching chamber. However, it
should be noted that those equations assume that ail of the gas moIecu1es wiII eventually
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react with silicon, which is not necessarily tme. A gas molecule may react with the main
reaction byproducts or it may not react with anything, like what happens to some of the
gas molecules at the far end of the expansion charnber which may not travel to the etching

chamber.

The calculations are done for the basic and quick pulse methods. Repeating them for
the triple pulse method is not necessary, since the triple pulse method is similar to the
basic rnethod. It will be shown that most of the gas inside the chamber is consumed a h
the first minute of etching and the etch rate drops to almost zero afier that.
To use equations 3-1, 3-7, and 3-3, one should know the etching chamber volume,
etching pressure, and the area of silicon surface exposed to XeF:. For the designed
system, the etching chamber voIume for basic and quick pulse methods are 1650crn3and

1 100cm3,respectively. The etching pressure for quick pulse method is assumed to be

around 1.3Torr and for basic pulse method it is considered to be around ITorr [Y]. The

surface area of the samples that were etched in the system was about 0.85mm2.However,
it should be noted that this area will change considerably during the etch and an effmtive

d a c e area of 0 . 9 d was assumed for caIculations.
Figure 3-1 I shows the change in number of XeFz moIecules in the etching chamber as
a fiuiction of time. It can be seen that the total number of XeF? decreases exponentially

(governeci by equation 3-3). This wiII cause the etch rate to drop as weII (Fimue 3-1 7)?
since according to equation 3-1, the etch rate is directiy proportionai to the nmber of
XeF? molecules in charnber. The average etch rate for the 2.Smin pulse for basic and
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Figure 3- i I. Change in number of ,lëF: molecules ditring an
etching p u l !

quick pulse methods is 2.36pdrnin and 3.54Ctm/min,respectively. This shows that, as

Figure 3-12 Etch rare as afinciion ofrime.

expected, the etch rate for quick pulse method is larger than basic pulse method.
50
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Figure 3- 13 illustrates the increase in etch depth as a fiction of time. Due to the
consumption of the XeF2 molecules, the etch depth is almost constant after the first
minute of the etch.

Figure 3-13. Etch depth as afinction of rime.

It can bee seen that the etch depth for quick pulse method is smaller than that of

basic pulse method. This is due to the smaIler number of gas molecules inside the etching

chamber before the etching begins.

Chapter 4: Experimental Results

To test and calibrate the etching system severai microstructures were fabricated
(bridges, cantilevers, and circular membranes) fiom an oxide layer grown on wafer
surface.

We prepared our sarnples by first growing a thermal oxide layer on surface of
regular silicon wafers. The oxide layer was grown in a h a c e at 1000°C. There was a
flow of nitrogen and DI water vapor over the silicon wafws to increase the oxide growth
rate. The thickness of the oxide layer for different experiments was between lpm and
2pn. Lithography techniques were then employai to transfer the patterns fiom rnasks to a

positive photoresist Iayer (Olin Hunt HPR 506) which was spun on top of the oxide layer.
The masks were made in Cadence and saved as a postscript file. This file was then
printed on mylar sheet by a high resolution primer (3400 dpi). The mylar sheet was then
cut into smaller pieces. Each piece was taped to a piece of glas and used as a mask for
photolithography with UV light, to protect select regions of the wafer with photoresist
during subsequent etching of SiOt. The exposed photoresist was developed using OIin

Hunt HPRO 5 19 positive photoresist dweloper.
Using a 10:l BHF (Buffered HF) solution, the oxide was removed h m those
tocations where the underlying silicon was to be exposed to XeF2. Numerous cantilevers
and bridges were patterned on the oxide Iayer, mainly to estimate the stress in the grown
oxide layer. To make circular membranes, many holes with different diameters were

patterned on the oxide layer. In addition to SiQ masks, photoresist was afso used as the
masking layer. However, these group of sarnples were only used for investigation of the
etch profile and not for making microstnrctures. These smples were then etched in the

system. Different samples were etched by different numbers of etching pulses and pulse
durations to investigate the operation of the system and etching mechanism of XeFz. In
almost a11 cases, the etching pressure was set to be around 03Torr based on the readings
h m the pressure gauge. The etch rate at this pressure was found to be around 1-

?@min which is consistent wiih the data From different references [35], [373. [39].

As mentioned in chapter 4, different etching methods were investigated. The results of

a series of etches in different methods with roughIy the same etching conditions are given

in Fioure 4-1. The reader can refer to Appendix D for the exact etching &ta For the
resuIts shown below, the puIse duration was set to be [50 seconds for ail three different

modes of operation. ïhe etching pressure, except fbr the quick pulse method, was around
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0.3Torr during the etch. However, due to the pmblems with the pressure gauge, the actual
etching pressure should be higher than O3Torr.
ï h e basic pulse rnethod yields the highst etching depth. As calculated in Chapter 3,

this is due to existence of a larger nurnber of XeF: molecules in the etchins chamber
compared to the quick pulse method Quick pulse melhod resulü in a slightly higher etch
depth than triple pulse method, which is due to the etching at a higher pressure of XeF2.

However, the etch rate for quick pulse method should be the highest of al1 of these
methods at the beginning of each pulse.
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Figure J- I. Cornparisonof the erch depth at the c e n m of a WQm hoie afier etching the smple with
d~ferentmeth&.

Considering the small difference between the etch depths of these three methods, it

can be concluded that the triple pulse method is probably the best method in t e m of low
risk of crystal contamination and efficient using of XeFz.

It was expected that the thermally grown oxide Iayer would be stressfiil and this was

approved by inspection of the released structures. Al1 of the structures, such as the

taken or the same position but 75p.mbelow the sample surface-
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released cross shown in Fieure 4-2, were curved upwards and even some of them were

broken. Moreover, the released oxide around the edges of structures was buckled. This
clearly shows existence of compressive stress in the oxide layer. One can also identiQ
some cracks at sharp points (Firure 4-3), which is an implication of etch induced stress in

a thin film [38]. A number of circuiar membranes with different diameters were dso
fabricated (Fieure3-4).

Figure 4-3. A released bridge. Note cracking of the d e l t p r due to etch-induced stress ar sharp
points.

In figures 1-2.4-3, and 3 it can be seen that there is some oxide roughening at
the outer edges of the structures- These sarnples were etched in two steps. A& the first
etching step, the samples were exposed to the atmosphere, This might r e d t in sticking of
56
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some water molecules to the underside of the oxide layer. These water molecules couid
react with XeFI during the second etch step and form HF, which etched siiicon dioxide,

The silicon s h c e of al1 the etched sarnples was rough. Figure 1-5 and Firurc 1-6
illustrate the SEM and AFM images of this phenomenon.

Figure 4-4. R fabricated circular membrane.

The most interesting phenomenon that was observed dealt with etching through the
circular holes. As mentioned tzarlier, a number of holes with different diameten were
etched on the oxide mask. XeFz codd penetrate through these holes to etch the underlying
silicon and since it is an isotropie etchant, it would eventually foxm a circular membrane.

Figure 4-5.

SEM image of

the etchedsiliconsu$ace.

membrane.
One expects the etch depth to increase with the hole diameter for relatively maIl
holes and to be almost constant for Iarger holes. If one assumes that there is a constant
flux of gas molecules impinging on the d a c e , there wiII be a greater number of gas

Figure 4-6. AFM image of the eiched silicon sut$ace.
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molecules that can pass through the bole on the mask AIso it seems to be reasonable to
assume that maximum etch depdi corresponds to the biggest holes and the etch depth at

the center is almost constant for large hoies as can be seen in Fieure 4-7 (a). But
experirnental results did not support this prediction.

Figvre 5-7. Efchingprojiiesfir holes wirh diferent diamem: (a) expected and (b)
ohetved profder

î h e etch depth for srnail holes (20- t 0 O p ) was smaller than medium size hoIes
( 1 0 0 - 2 0 0 ~ )and it increased with the hok diameter (Figure 4-8). For very large holes
(>luun) the etch depth near their centers was aimost the same, which was in agreement

with what was expected. What was found to be interesthg was the etch profiIe at the
edges of these large holes was not a simple sphericai-shape sidewall connected to a flat

surface as in isotropie wet etching. But it rather had a more sophisticated shape as shown
59

Figure 4-8. Variation of erch deph with hole diameter.

in Figure 4-7 [b). Thçre was another interesting phenornenon dealing with the etch depth
of these large holes. Etch depth at the centers of these holes was maller (>25%) han
what it was for medium size hoiw. Even at the edges where the profile had its maximum

Figure 4- 9. The erch pmjtefor smalf ske mask opennittgs-

hoie Ls about 2

3 versus
~ 27pn ut the edge.

depth, it was still something close to 10% Iess than the etch depth for medium size holes.
The etch profiles for small and large hole are iilustrated in Fimire 4-9 and Figure 4- IO.
Some research groups, such as [26] and [27], had observed similar phenomena even with
etchants other than XeFr (BrF,), but no complete and satisfactory explanation was given.

It is believed that the unexpected shape of the etched region (Fimre 4- 1 1) can be

explained by considering the edges of structures as places with a higher reaction
probability. When a gas molecule impinges on a solid surface, it may not react with the
surface. A reaction probability should be assigned for each impingement to take this uito
account [39]. For very large holes, there is a relativeIy large open area around the centers
of holes. Thus, if d e r hittîng the surface, a gas mofecule does not stick to the surface,
there is a lot of room for it to move away h m the surface. However, at the edges of the
structures, thete is a silicon sidewaI1surmunding the open area and above that there is the

Figure 4- 11. Pmfilometerplot of a relative[v large hole. The erch deprh ar the cenrer of
thk whole is 6mm less than that cfthe edges.

released dielectric film, There is a higher probability for the gas molecules to react with
silicon in this areas, because if it does not react with the hole bottom upon its first
impingement, after bouncing back, it may hit the siIicon sidewail or the dietecûic mask.

Then it may either react with the sidewd or bounce back from it (or h m the reteased
section of dielectric mask which overhangs above this area). The higher reaction

probabiIity at edges can also be considered as a WnraI increase in the number of gas
moiecuIes at those areas. This discussion is valid if the distances are on the order of the
mean h e path of the gas mo1ecuIes at that given pressureteSSufe
For the pressures that the
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XeFz etch is usuaily performed, the mean free path for XeFr molecules is between 101 O O p n which is close to the etch depth for our samples.

The srnaller etch depth at the centers of large holes compared to that of small holes
can be descnied to be a consequence of local depletion of etchant molecules. Around the
centers of large holes whose diameters are much bigger than the mean free path of the
gas molecules, many of the gas motecules have the chance of reacting with siIicon. This

Figure 4- l
t ProJiorneterplot Iiiustrating the I d n g effect benr-eennw adjacent
holes.
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causes the nurnber of reactive XeFz molecules above these regions to be less than other
places, which results in a slower etching of silicon and therefore, a smaller etch depth.
It can also be observed that some Ioading effect exists when there are two closely
spaced openings in the mask ( F i m 1-12 and Fime 4- 13).
This phenornenon can also be explained by the local depletion of Xe& molecuIes.
The only difference between this case and the previous one is in consumption of reactive
XeFz molecules by a neighboring hole.

Figure 4-13. Cros sections of the etch pmfdes renrttingfium etching through nm close openings
in mask Note that the etch depth iu e d poht depends on its distancefmm the other hote-

VI. CORROSION
OF~MATERZALS
AFER LONG EXPOSURE
TO X S Z
While performing the experiments, it was noted that XeF? can attack materials
other than dicon, provided that the exposure time is long enough. For example, an
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long etch

aluminum thin film (-600nm)is shown in Fiaure 4-14, It was corroded afler performing
a long XeF2 etch (-Lhr). This contradicts what other groups have previously reported and

can be due to an extended amount of exposure tirne.
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As rnentioned in previous chapters, afier observing the etched profiles and the

unexpected shape of them. a theory to explain tfiese phenornena (Le. trenching and

loading effects) was developed. To veriQ this beory, a simulation of the behavior of
XeFz moiecules during the etching period was written.

Initially, a program was written in Visuai Basic and nui on a PC. This preliminary
test of the theory was promising and confumed the theory. But the simulation was very
slow and would take a very Long time (more than 48hrs) before we couId see any

noticeable result. Thus it was decided to write the code in C and perfonn the simulation
on more powerfut CMIX workstations and Save the processeci dam to fdes. The saved

files were then transferred to a Macintosh compter.

The saved data was disptayed using an application program (Image S X M ) and the
format of the data file can be changed very easiIy, if desired This also enabled the
implementation of the simulation on di£ferent machines, tike Sun Ultra Sparc and IBM
RS/6û00 workstations, which have different graphic progranunhg me&&- But since
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the simulation program complied to ANS1 C regdations and the swing method for ail
those platforrns was the same, saved files couId be exportecl to the mentioned appliciition
program. The other reason for chmsing UMX was its power to deal with huge arnounts
of data at the same time. WIX also provides the user with the opporninity to perform
long and time consuming computations, which may take days or even weeks to complete,

in background. As nentioned earlier, the chosen programming language was C due to its
efficiency in compilation and, as a resuh faster simulations.
To simulate the etch, a gas molecule is considered to be somewhere in chamber.
Then the motion of this gas molecule is simulated by moving it in random directions and
with random radii. This will continue untü the gas molecule hits the silicon. Based on the
reaction probability which is assigned

IO thai gas

moIecule, it may either react with

dicon or bounce back and continue moving around. Each of these steps wiii be
explained in more detail in the next section. For most cases that are shown in this
chapter, the simulation tirne was between 24 to 48hrs.

A. Main Program
When the simulation program is executed, the user will be asked to enter simulation
parameters. He has to enter a scaiing factor and the nurnber, width. and position of the
holes on mask Then the values for mean Free paih (hW)of the gas molecules. reaction
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probability, a srnoothing factor, interval between two successive saving of data, and
h l l y total number of output files have to be entered. The position of each hole is
detennined by entering its distance h m the previous hole.
The width of the window for displaying the results was set to be LOO0 pitels. Since
each pixel represents I p , if it is desired to run the simulation for a vimially bigger
piece of silicon, a larger scaling factor (>L) shouid be entered, but one should note that
this wili often result in a longer computation time. If the chosen scaling factor is greater
than one, the simulation will be performed for that biggw window. AAer completion of

simulation, the user will be provided with al1 the data files which will represent different
segments of the simulation window (each 1000 pixels wide) and aiso with a single file
which is a compressed form of the bigger window to fit it into the viewing window.
In the simulation, each pixel is considered to be equal to

lm. To resemble a

reaction between a silicon atom and a gas molecule, the corresponding value of that pixel
is changed. But this means that each impingement removes a cluster of silicon atoms,
since the dimensions of silicon atoms are much smaller than 1 p . The mentioned
smoothing factor is introduced to compensate for this. The corresponding value for each
pixel will change only afier that pixel (Le. silicon atom) is hit by gas molecules as many
cimes as the smoothing factor.
M e r getting the necessary data h m user, two arrays of random variabies wilI be
constructed which will be used as look-up tables during the simulation (Figure 5-1).
This reduces computation load on CPU which translates into faster simulations. To
68
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Figure 5- 1. SimpI~fredjlo~~chart
of the sUrmfrrtionpmgmm.
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reduce the correlation between those processes that use these arrays as sources for
random variables each array consists of many (32768) elements which are independently
generated. One of these arrays represents a unifonniy distributed random variable

ranging from O to 1. This array is used for determining the direction of a gas molecule
aRer it collides with another one in free space. The direction of a gas molecule after
collision is totally random and can be anything between 0" and 360". This array is also
used to make the second random variable array which represents a Gaussian random
variable. It is also used for the initial pIacement of a newly generated gas molecule.
Finally, to determine whether a reaction shouId happen or not, a randomly chosen
elexnent of this array will be compared to the reaction probability. To generate a
Gaussian random variable, the well known central limit theorern was used [40]. This
theorem states thai, under very general conditions, the sum of a large nurnber of
indepeadent random variabIes will have a Gaussian distribution. To create an array of
Gaussian random variables, the array of uniform random variables was used. 50
randomly chosen elernents of that array were added together and the expected mean (25)

was subtracted from the result to form a random variable with zero mean. The result was
divided by a scaling factor afterwards. To verify generation of a Gaussian random
variable, the generated array was saved to a file and later compared with a Gaussian
random variable created by MatIab ( F i m 5-2). if necessary, the variance of this
generated Gaussian random variable can be adjusted by changing the number of those
elements of the uniform random variable which were used to generated the second array.
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However, if one makes the variance too smaii the dismiution approaches to a single
value random variable (Le. deIta fwiction). This was observed to add to the computation
time. On the other han& if one tries to make the variance big, the distribution will not
remain Gaussian.

Figure 5-2. Camparison ~

d

m variables. one generared in simulation program

~ ~ ( I U S F ~ M

and the orher one with btatIab.

The Gaussian array is used for two purposes; one is to determine the distance that a
gas molecule travels before its next collision with another gas molecule. This distance is
assumeci to have a Gaussian distribution with a mean @ to the MFP of gas molecule.
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An anay consisting of different possible values for travel distance of the gas molect.de is

generated using the original Gaussian array. The Gaussian array is also used to calculate
the reflection angle when a gas molecule hits mask
Different variables and especially an array which holds the data for silicon. mask and
the empty space above the mask are initialized using the user data The mentioned array
contains al1 the information about mask pattern at the beginning, then wiil be used during
the simulation and contains the simulated etch profile, and fuially will be saved to a file
as the simulation results.

B. Simulation
The simulation starts aflerwards (Fieure 5-3). First a gas molecule is asmmed to be at
a random position above the mask. The initia1 distance of the gas molecule h m the
mask does not affect the etch profile, since the horizontal location of the molect.de is

random. However, it was noted that the number of gas molecule impingements on the

mask before its reaction with silicon, does depend on this distance. This could be easily
verified by checking the value of a counter in the main program which kept track of the
nurnber of collisions and impingements on mask The gas molecule impingernents on top
of the mask are of no importance to our simulation. This number of unnecessary
impingements, and hence calculations, seemed to have a minimum when the gas
molecuIe was initially generated at a distance of about 3 MFP's above the mask The gas
molecrile then travels randomly in space. For each movement, the direction is totally
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random between 0" and 360" and the radius is a Gaussian random variable with a mean
equd to the MFP of the as molecute. This kind of motion resembies the gas moIecule
collisions with other gas moIecu1es. This tracking of the gas molecule position will
continue until the distance between the current position of the gas molecuk and the
etching window is bigger than a Few MFP's or the moiecule hits silicon or mask. If the
molecuie moves far away fiom the edges of etching window (>IO W ' s ) , it will be
"forgotten"and a new one will be Ugenerated" randomly inside the window to reduce the
computation time.

If the gas molecule hits the mask, it shouId bounce back alrnost elastically. Three
cases were examined. In the first case, it was assumecl the collision was completely

eIastic and the reflection angle was equd to the impingement angle. In the second case
the reflection angle was assumed to be independent of the impingement angIe and a
random value was assigned to it. Aiso the effect of assigning a Gaussian distribution to
the reflection angle with a mean value equal to the impingernent angle was exarnined-

The

first

and third methods resulted in roughly similar profiles. However, the second

method of catculating the reffection angle resuIted in distorted profiles. Between the fint
and third method, the first one is preferred because of its shorter calculation tirne.
While the gas molecule continues its navel above the siiicon surtàce and rnask it is
always checked to see if the curent and next positions of the gas molecule are on the
same side of mask ïhis prevents the gas mo1ecuIe to penetrate through the mask. In case
that those two points are on two different sides of the ma&

it is assumed that the gas
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Figure 5-3. SirnplifiedJlorvchart of the simuiation subrourine.
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rnolecule has hit the surface and a new position based on its impingement angle wüI be
assigned to it.
Tracking of the gas molecule continues untiI the next location of it is Fond to be
inside the silicon volume. In this case, the point on the silicon surface that the gas
molecule would hi& is found. This point lies on a line which connects the current and
next locations of the gas molecule to each other. To find the intercept point of this line
and silicon surface, a successive senes of movements will be done. First, location of the
middle point between the current and next locations is calcuiated. Then if this point is
inside the silicon volume. the next location is moved to this point. But if it happens to be
in the empty space, the current location will be moved to that position. This procedure
will be repeated until the distance between the current and next locations is l e s than 2
pixels (Le. one atom).
Since the gas molecule reacts with dicon with a certain reaction probabiiity, a
random number wilI be generated and cornpared IO the value of the reaction probability
that the user had entered. If this random number is bigger than the specitied reaction
pmbabiiity, the reaction will take place, which means that the silicon atom located on the
intercept point will be removed. If the reastion does not happen, the molecule bunces
back and continues its traveling in the empty space.
The data is saved after a certain number of silicon atoms have been removed This
interva1 and number of output fdes are set by user.
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m.S ~ M ~ L A ~ ~ N R E ~ ~ L T ~
A series of simulations were performed for different values of simulation parameters.
Based on the developed theory, the most important factor which determines the final

shape of the etch profile, is the ratio of the mean free path of the gas molecule CO the

mask opening diameter. This explanation was approved by the simulations.
As c m be seen in Fiare 5-4 the etch profile changes with

A which stands for mean

free path. For the three cases show in Fiaire 5-4 the reaction probability was set to be

0.01 and the hole diameters are 10p.111, SOpm, and lOOpxn,respectively. In this figure, the
changes in profile of the 50pn hole are particularly interesting. As can be seen, for small

figue 5-4. Diferent erch pmfites resuftedfmm chmgkg A,
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5 the trenches at the edges of the hole can be identified and the hole is considered as a
large one. When the h is made bigger, the profile approaches to that of a medium size
hole and, fmally, if h still becornes bigger, the profile will look like the profile of a small
hole (Le. spherical).
The trenching efféct can be viewed better in Fieure 5-5, In this figure, the simulation

Figwe 5-5. Simulation rerults sholving the trenchingphenomenonfor and its chmges
with A The b l e wirh 134 0 0 p and the reaction probabil& was set to 0.01.
was performed for a single hole with different values for

5, These results support the

discussion in Chapter 4 about the dation between trenching effect and the mean fke
path of the gas moIecule, uiterestingiy, the simdation results aiso exhibit the surface

roughness that was seen on the etched samples.
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The simulation is able to predict the loading e f k t where there were two closely

spaced openings on mask (Figure 5-6). It can bc seen that this phenmenon is also
related to the mean free path of gas molecules. As discussed in Chapter 4, we can
observe one profile is loaded by its neighbor when the distance between wo holes is in
the order of ten's of the mean free path of the gas molecule. If the mean free path is
much srnaller than the distance between two neighboring holes. then the effect of those
two holes on each oiher's profiles can be ignored. Also, if the mean free path is almost as

big as the distance between holes, gas mokcules can traveI through the space benveen

holes. This means that we shouid not see that much of loadiig effect when the mean free
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path is comparable to the distance between the neighbor holes.
Initially different values for the reaction probability were used. However, while its
efffect is not as important as the mean free path. it afkts the profile. It was noticed that
the simulation results with the reaction probability set to 0.01 would match the

figure 5-7. 7ne &2ct of changng the reacthn probabiliry on the simulatedprofieThe hole rvidrh ip 2Uûpm and the memfïve path is Zûpnr.
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experimental results best (Fimire 5-7). This is on close agreement with the reaction
probability of silicon with XeFz measured to be 0.013 in [34]. In Figure 5-7 the'effect of
changing the reaction probabiiity within a range of four orders of magnitude is
illustrated. Based on the simulation, it seems that the reaction probability plays an
important role for the observed surface roughness.

The reaction probability was changed by factors of 2 to 3 around the values shown in
Fimire 5-7 and no significant change was observed in profile. Thus, the overail shape of
the etch profile is not sensitive ta srnaII changes in reaction probability.
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in this thesis design and testing of a XeF2 etching systern was described. The etching
system was successhlIy made and used for etching numerous samples with different
methods. The system c m be solely controlled either manually or by a computer. The

manual controI is usefui for investigation of novel etching methods or for system
maintenance. it is dso possible to Ieave the system control to a computer and a control
software for this purpose was written on a PC. Al1 the etching parameters can be set by
user. The systm design is flexible and this allows the user IO investigate rnany different

etching techniques. Benefits and drawbacks of each of them were explained and the
expenmental results were presented.
A simulation program was written which supported ihe explanation for the odd

etching profile. Many of the etching parameters can be set and the effect of varying these
parameters on the simulation results were tested and discussed. The simulation results
cIoseIy agree with the expenmentai ones and proved to be useful for predichon of the
etching profile.
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II. FUTUREWORK
The fiiture wotk related to this pmject can be divided into two major areas. The first
area deals with physical experiments that can be done with the designed systern. This
may inchde, but is not limited to, investigation of novel etching methods, finding ways
to increase or control the etch rate, or improving the eficiency of system in tenns of

XeFI usage (e.g. fiding a way to circuiaîe the gas inside the chambers). For example,
effects of applying an electric or magnetic field to the sample during the etch may lead to
interesting results.
The other ara for hture work is related to the simulation of the etching process. The
tint possibility is extending the current two dimensional simulation to a three
dimensional one. This wiIl require a huge amount of computation and ways for
optimizing the code for this particular purpose have to be found. It will be very usefiil if
a mode1 for the etch can be proposed. This will d u c e the computation t h e by orders of

magnitude and will also provide a bettes Ïnsigbt about the etch pmcess. The current
simulation will predict the finai etch profile based on the etching parameters. Prediction
of important etching factors, such as etch rate, can be a very useful feature that may be
added to this code and contribute to a compfete simdation application. With some
modifications, most of the algot=ithms used in this simdation software can be appIied to
simulation of other types of dry etching, such as pIasma etching or reactive ion etching.
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Appendix A: Hardware and Electronic
Details

In this section details of the hardware of the etching system will be described. In
first section the hardware (e-g. valves, pressure gauge, and connections) wi1l be
explained. AAer that, the electronic circuitry of the system will be analyzed.

A. Hardware
XeF? does not anack duminum. Thus, it was decided to make the main chambet
and al1 those parts of the system which required welding or machining out of aluminum,
which is easier to work with than stainless steel. The viewing window is a piece of
acryiic which is bolted to the Iid of the main chamber. Viton 0-rings were used for both
the main Iid and the viewing window. VaIves and a h o s t aii the other parts purchased

h m vacuum component vendon were aii made of stainless steel (except alurninum to
stainiess steel adapton).
Pneumatic valves with soIenoids mounted on them were chosen. This enabled
opening or closing of the valves fmm a remote control paneI. The chasen vaIves require
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compressed air with a pressure of 80 to lûûpsi for operation. The solenoid on each valve
needs a 1 1OV-6ûHz electrical command signal for actuation.
Ail the flanges and connections are ConFlat (except for the pump connecter), with
copper O-rings. Using ConFIat flanges makes the system maintenance easier wtule
providing very Iow leak rate for the connections.
XeFt crystals are in an aluminum cylinder which has its own manual valve. E s
valve is open only when the systern is in use and it is closed at al1 other times for safety
reasons.
Pressure inside the system is monitored by a pressure gauge which ernploys
convection for its measurements. Ihe pressure gauge can measure pressure Eom

O. ImTorr to IOOOTorr which spans over the entire pressure rage chat we may have inside
the system. It shows the pressure on its LED display, wkch is necessary in manual mode
of operation. Upon receiving a proper command, it will send the pressure data via an

RS-232 seriai connection to the requesthg device (e.g. a personal cornputer). However,
the pressure transducer seemed to be attacked by XeFz (or possibly, fonned HF) and
failed. Thus, the values that we had for pressure might not be the correct values.

Ail the signais for opening or cIosing vaIves are sent h m the main control panel.
On control panel, user can select h m two modes of operation: (1) manual, where user
opens or closes the vaIves based on his own readings of pressure or timings and (2)
automatic, where the user, fier setting the vatues for timings, number of pulses, pressure
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levels, etc. leaves the controt of the system to a personal computer (PC).In manual
mode, each valve is controlled by a corresponding switch on control panel while in
automatic mode, this is done by PC commands,

To send signals to the control board, a data acquisition (DAQ) board was inserted
into one of the PCI dots of the mother-board oCa personal computer. This card contains
an 8255 chip which has three 8 bit output/input ports. The data on each of these ports is

setlread by sending proper commands to this K.This card sen& data to the main control
board through a nbbon cable.
The circuit configuration that we initiaily used for the main control board is shown

in Fimire A-1 . In this design, next to each switch is a circuit for filtering out the
fluctuations that are caused when switch is opened or closed. This is done by adding a

Figure A- 1. initial designfor contml board (on& one of diefousimilar circuits i. shown).
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20-50msec delay in signal path. A rnultiplexer is placed afler the filters which selects the
command signai to the valves to be h m either the switches or the computer. The
electronic circuitry afler the rnultiplexer is essentially for deriving the relays, including
transistors, fly-back diodes, etc. The relays convert the low voltage digital signais to
1 LOV, 60Hz pulses and at the same time. isoiate the hi& voltage circuit form the low

Figure A -2- FinaI electmnic circuit~for
conml board
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voltage circuit. The control circuitry also included a power supply board to provide the
required supply voltages for different parts of the circuit.
A series of expenments were successflllIy performed with the electronic board
described above. However, that design was slightly modified. The required time for
actuation of the valves is about one second. This property obviates the need for
debouncing circuitry. in t!s case, the filtering h c t i o n is done by the valves themselves.
A deriver chip was used instead of the transistors and their related components (Fiare

m.This change considerably reduced the totai number of components.
Relays were aiso replaced with more reliable ones, since the relays originally used
were sensitive to vibrations of the board.
The power supply for the relay deriver section is also separated h m the rest of
circuit to ailow using relays with different activation voltages, if necessary.

Appendix B: Flowchart of Etching Control
Software

In this appendk the Bowcharts of different sections of the control software are
given. To avoid confusion a simplified fonn ofthe flowcharts is presented. As mentioned
in thesis, the control software was written by LabView. One of the important features of
LabView is its ability to run different subroutines in parailel. It was this property that let
us run the timer or schematic subroutines at the same tirne as the main application was
controlling the system. Obviously, this could not be iIlustratcd using flowcharts. since
flowcharts are commody used to represent serial pmcessing. But if the reader is aware of
this point, the given flowcharts can be very hetphi to obtain an overd1 understanding of
how the control software works in reaiity.
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Figure 8- 1. Main subrourine in automatic mode.
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Figure B-2. Etch submutine.
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Figure B-3. Purge subroiitine.
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Appendix C: Simulation Program Code

In this appendix, the simulation software code is given. The code is almost selfexplanatory. Comments are added to help understanding different sections and functions.
Whenever possibLe a comment is given to help improving the code in future.
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Mefine DLRECTORY "Ivarltmp/EtchSimulation/" I'Can be any other desired direcotry*!
Mefine E R 0 48
#define FALSE O
Mefine TRüE 1
#defineNULL-STRMG 70"
#define SILICON 128

Mefine MASK 255
#define AIR O

#defint PI 3.14 152692
f#detine MAXMT 32768

Mefin+ MASLHEIGKT 40

#define WINDOW-WIDTH IO0 1
#define WINDOWJiEIGHï 500
#define MAX-NUMNUMOFOWWDOWS
1 K a n be lagtr than 1. ï h e upper limit is imposed by the system
mcmory*l
Mefine MAX,MOM 100
MeTinc NüM-OF-MOVEMENTS 32768

#define EMPn-SPACE 40
typedef unsigned char BYTE;
void CreateTiIeName(char 'Name. int FileNo, int SegmentNo):
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inr NumHoles, ImpingeNo. Scale. EtchWindowSize, NumOfFiles, NurnOfSiAtoms, EtfaskThickness;
float RcactionP. Lambda-O;
ffoat LambdaFiAXMT], U
RV-.

NRV-;

int Holeûffset[lO]. HolcWidth[lO];
int main () {

void GctData(void):
void initialize(void);
void CnateUniform(voidk
void CrcateNormal(void):
void Simulatc(void);
void SavcDara(int FileNo):
void SaveInfonnation(void);
void FillMoveArray(void):
long int i:

/*Crrate the directory for saving the simulation resuIts*/
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if(chrnod(DIRECT0RY. 448)!=0)(
prÏntf(TnUnab1e to mate the directoïy hr swing daia\nExit due to

/*Ge& the simulation data from wP/

GetDataO;
I*lnitializcs the simulation parameters*/
InitializeO;
/*Save the simulation parameters in a file for hrture acce&l

Saveinfonnation(]:
/*Simulation star&here; data is saved rcgulariy*!
for(i=O: i<NurnOtFiles: i*) l
Simulate();
SaveData(i);
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void Saveinfomation(void) {
PSaves the simulation parameters in a file for furtue access*/
sutic int FileCounter=O:

FLE *InfonnationFile:
char *lnformationFileNarne;
int n:

CreateFileName(Info~ationFiIeName,FileCounter+. O):
sucat(InfonnationFileName. ".inf"):

fpn'ntf(InfomationFiIe, "hScaIe = %d\n", Scale):

forjn=O; n<NumHoies; nt+) 1
fprintf(InfomationFi1e, YnHoIe M d width in microns= %du. n+l. HoleWidth(n1);

fprintf(InformationFi1c. TnDistance from previous hole in microns- %&nn.
HoleOffit[n]);
I
I

fprintf(1nfonnationFiIe. "\n\nhlean frte path in microns = %finn. Lambda-O):
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fPrintf(Informationfile, "\nNurnberof impingements before reaction takes place = %d\nm.

ImpingeNo):

fprintf(InfonnationFile,YnNumber of removed silicon atoms between two successive saves of
data = %d\nn.NumOfSiAtoms);
fprintf(InformationFi1e."hTotal number of output tiles for each segment = %hm.
NumOfFiies):

void CreaaUniform(void)l
/*Creates an array whose elements are Clniforni Random Variables between O and 1*/
long int i;

void CreateNonnal(void)(
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I*Cmtes an array whose elements are Normal Random Variables with a mean of O and variance of
-0.lY

long inr ij;

void GetData() {
/*Gers the data rquired to gencrate the desid mask propcrties (Le. number of holes, their distance h m
each other, and their width). and atso the Mcan Frct Path of gas motecuIes and Rcaction Probability upon

a collision bctween a gas molecule and Si atom*l
long int i;
pnntfÏTn\nEkhingwindow width = 1001*ScaIe\nEnter the vaIue for scalr (mus be an integer
<= 26): ");

xanf("%du,
&Scale);

pnntf("\n\nEnternumber of holes ( m mbe an integer <= IO): 3;
scanf("%dW.&NumHoles);
for(i=O; kNumHoIes; i*) {
printf("\n\nEnterthe data for position oftht hole d ? don mask.". i+I);
prinfl7nHole width in microns: ");
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pnntf(Tn\nEnter mean fm path in micmns (-IOmicrons @ 3Tort): "):
scanf("%P. &Lambda-0):
printf("\n\nEnterrhe mask thickness in micmns: "1;
scanf("%dU. &MaskThickncss);
pRntf("\n\nEnter m t i o n pmbability (between O and 1): "1:
scanf("%f". &RcactionP);

pnnrfl"\n\nEnter numberof impingements beforc rcacnon takcs place ( m u t bc an integer >= 1):

'7;
scanf["O?dn,
&ImpingeNo);
pnntfl"\n\nEnicr the number of silicon atoms that have to bc removcd benveen two successive
savcs of data (-1000's):

"):

scanf("%dn, &NumORiAtoms):

pn'nfl?n\nEnter the total numberof output tilu for cach segment: ");

scanf("%dR,WumOfFilcs);
prinN"\n\nSimulation stamdlnResuIting files will be savcd at %sinn.DiREffORY);
pnntfl7nSimulation may takc xveral minutes oreven hours to finish. please wait...in");

Appendk C: Simidation Program Code
void Initialize(void){

I'lnitiaiizes al1 Ihe daia ta do the simulation in the next stcp81
long int i. j, k. indcx=O. Varl. Var2;

Appendk C: Simulation Program Code

void Sirnulate(){
PSirnulates the etch proces by nsembling movement of gas molecules and heir collisions wirh çach
other. rnask and sificon*/

BYfE CheckMask(1ong int LastY long int LastY, long int Ne..tX, long int NextY);
B Y E EuloveIndex=O;
long int LasK, LastY, NextY=O. NextY=O, M i K MidY, delia'C deltaY, Counted.
MoveCounte~O,MaxMove. SegmentNo, RelativeX;

Appendix C: Simzilation Program Code
float angle, radius;

while (Counte~NumOfSiAtoms)
t

Appendix Cr Simzilation Program Code

deltaY>rI:
deltaY>r 1;

Appendix C:Simulation Program Code

Appendît C: Simulation Program Code

E~hWindowSize*URV[rand()f;
3 *Lambda[rand()];

BYTE CheckMask(1ong int LastX. long int LastY. long int NexK long int NcxtY){
PChecks to sct if the gas molccute mes to p a s mask*!

long int xl. x2, indcx=O;
int i. HitMaskFAiSE:

Appendu C: Simulation Program Code
index+=HoleOffset[ij+HoleWidthfil;

void SaveData(int FileNo){

PSavcs the p m c d data to file for later acccss81
FLE *OutputFile;
char *OutputFifeName;
long int i, j, k, MyVar:

BITE tmp[WINDOW_WIDTHJIWMM)WWHnG~;

Appendix C: Simulation Program Code

CmtcFileName(OutpuflileNamt,FileNo, O);
strcat(OutputFileName, *.crnp?;

/'Remove

EMPTY-SPACE in this function to gtt rid of the tmpg space above the mask in output file*/
for Q=0;j<EMPTY-SPACE: j*) t
for(+% icFKMDOW-WIDTH; i*)
fprintROutputFil+"%d

for (ieMASK-HEIGHT;

".AIR);

j-+4ASKJEIGHT+MaskThickness); j*)

for(i=O; icWINDOWWWiDW. i*)
fprinflûu~utfile,~%d
",tmp[i]GJ);

{

Appendù C: Simulation Program Code
'r

CmtcFilcName(0u~utFiIeName.FileNo, k);
strcat(0utputFileNarne. ".&tW1:

/*Remove EMPTY-SPACE in this function to get rid of the cmpty spacc abovc the mask in output file*;

for +O: j<EEuIPn-SPACE; j-){
for+@ i<wlNDûW-UI'ID~ i*)
Fprintf(Outpubilcn%d*, AIR);

Appendix C: Simulation Program Code

void CreateFilcNmte(char *Name, int FileNo. int SegmentNo){
imCnatcsan appmpriate tile name for each of the output fil&/

long int i;

char c;

mrpWame. NULL,STRWG);
s@cat(Name, DIRECTORY);

Appendù C:Simulation Program Code

i= (int) Lambda-&

c=(int) ((i/lOO)+ZERO);
strcat(Narnc. &c):
i%=LOO:
c=(int) ((2 lO)+ZERO):
nrcat(Narne, &c);
i%=lO;
c=i+ZERO:
matguame, &c);

i= (int) MaskThickncss:
c=(int) ((il100)+ZERO);
strcal(Narne, &c);

i%=lOO;
c=(int) ((2IOPZERO):
smayName. &c);
i o l , IO;

c=i+ZERO;
sucat(Name, &c);

Appendù C:Sirnttiation Program Code

i= (int) (ReactionP*1000);

if ( i r 1000)
i=999;
c=(int)((i/lOO)+ZERO);
strcat(Name, &c);
i%=I00;
c=(int)((il 1O)+ZERO);
nrcatrname. &c):
i%=lO;

c=i+ZERO;
strcatlName, &c);

Appendix D: Etching Data for Dîrerennt Etching Methodr

Appendix D: Etching Data for Different
Etching Methods

In this appendix the etching data, consishng of the etching pressures and pulse
duration, are given for different etching methods whose resuIts have b e n used in

different sections of this thwis. It shodd be rnentioned that the pressure gauge itself was
attacked by XeFr.However, the pressure readings were consistent and reproducible.

The data presented in this appendix correspond to four samples with different d a c e
areas. These sarnples were etched by basic, mple, and quick puIse methods. In folIowing

tables al1 pressures are given in Torr.

A. Basic Pulse Method

Appendix D: Etching Data for Dryerent Etching hfethhods
plrke #

Expondon Chamber

I n i W Ressure in

Puise Duroiion

Pressure befon Etch

Etching Chambcr

(second)

f

~

t ~ ~~ ph i h

(w)

B. Triple Pulse Method
Initial Pressure in
Pressure bcfon Etch

I

Etching Chumber

C. Quick Pulse Method

Puke Duration

l

Final Pressure in

Appendû D: Etching Data for Direrent Etching Methods

PuLe #

3

E r p o ~ i o nChamber

Initial Pnssure in

Pu&e ûundion

~ r k ~p ~h h

Prmwe befon Erch

Erching Chamber

(second)

wf)

0.5 1

0.45

150

II. SAMPLE ANINITIALSURFACEAREA
OF- 1 2 0 ~ '
A. Basic Pulse Method
puk #

1

Exponnon Chamber

Initiai Pressure in

M e Duration

Ressure befon Etch

Etching CliPniikr

(second)

0.3

0.26

150

2

0.3

0.26

150

3

0.3

0.26

150

B. Tri;o/ePulse Method

Etch h p t h

(Pl

!
1
i

8

Appendix D: Etching Data for Drrerent Etching Methods
Expunsion Chamber

Initiai P n a u n in

1

Pressure kfore Efch

EfchingChamber

1

P

r

0.37 0.42

0.3

0.33 0.39

lu

0.3

0.32

RIu Duration

1%

Pressure in

Etching C i a m k t Depl

(second)

P

P

P

0.32 0.27 1 0.13

75

45

30 0.42 0.29 10.17

0.28 1028 0.2510.14

75

45

30 /0.38/0.28i0.161

0.22 0.12 75

45

30 0.32 10.24 (0.1s 8

0.24

lu

/ 0.26

P

1

P

I P
~ P

1

(wj
I

1

1

i

C. Quick Pulse Method

piChe #

I

1

2
3
4

1

Expansion Chamber

liuh'aft'mmue in

PirLre Durution

h u r e before Etch

Etching Chamber

{second)

0.5

0.43

150

0.4 1

0.37

150

0.37
0.3 5

0.34

150

0.3

150

LIT. SAMPLE
WZTHA SURFACE^ 0 ~ - 8 5 d
A. Basic Pulse Method

kPth

(W

1
I

1

!
I

/

9
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A

pilhe #

Erpcurrion Chamber

Initial Ressute in

M e Duration

Pressure before Etch

Etching Chamber

(sr~ond)

~ , hplli
~ h

(Pi)
1

0.3

0.26

2

0.3

0.26

3

0.3

0.26

150

4

0.3

0.26

150

5

0.3

6
-

0.3

B. Triple Pulse Method

-

1

150
1

1

150

0.26

150

0.26

150

L3
I

,

I

!
1

20

I
1
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C. Quick Pulse Method

Appendix E:Experimental Data for
Trenching Effect

As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the trenching effect can only be observed at the

edges of those holes whose diameters are much larger thm the mean free path of the gas

molecuie at the etching pressure. The folIowing figwes are bottom profiles of many
holes with different diameters. They deariy iUustrate the dependance of trenching effect

on the hole diameter.
Ail of the holes were on one sample and the profiles were taken afier IO etching

puIses. The etching method was tripLe pulse. TEie initial pressure was 0 3 ï o r r and puIse
duration was LSOsec.

Figwe E- 1, Profile of a 6Q.mhaie.

Figure E-2. Profile of a I 5 8 p hole.

Appendk E: ExperimentafDatafir Trenching Efect

Figure E-3. Profile of a 24qUn hole.

Figure E-4. ProjZe of a Jllpm hole.

Appendk E: Experimental Data for Trenching Effect

Figure E-5. Profile of a 5 7 6 p hole.

Figure E-6. Pmfiie of a 9 2 4 hole.
~

Appendù E: herimentai Datafor TrenclringEffect

LI. DEPENDANCE
OFT R E N EFFECTONNUMBER
~G
OFETCHING
PULSES
In addition to the etching pressure and hole size, trenching effect also depends on the
etch depth, The following tigures iIlusüate these variations for holes with roughly the

same site. These pichires show this dependance for two groups of holes. In one of these
groups the hole diameter is around 6 0 0 p and for the other group, the hole diarneter is
around 9 0 0 ~ As
. can be seen, the uenching effect is more obvious on larger hole

profiles.
The etching method was triple pulse, with i50sec puIses and an initial pressure of
0.3Torr.

Appendü E: Experimental Data for Trenching Effect

A. Resuits afier 4 Etching Puises

Figure E-7. Profile ofa 5 9 5 h~o k

Figure E-8. Profile of a 8 9 5 I~m k

Appendk E: Experimenral Datafor Trenching Effect

B. Results aRer 7 Etching Pulses
t

a 3.Xq

I aura

1-I

Figure E- 9. Profile of a 57qOn hole.

Figure E-IO. Profile of a 9 9 5 hole.
~

q -

-- !*
i f
i
1

i

AppendUc E: Experinrental Data for Trenching Effect

Figure E - I 2 Pmfileof a 934vn hole.

Appendix E: Experimental Data for TrenchingEffect

HI. COMPARISON
OFSIMULATION
AND EXPERZMENTAL
RESULTS
In this section, the expenmental results taken fiom a specific sample are compared
to simulation results for similar etching conditions and hole sites. After measuring the
etch depth on the real sample, the simulation was mu so that it resulted in almost the
same etch depth. This was done to verify the accuracy of simulation program in
predicting the etch profiles.
As can be seen in following figures, the simulation results for the overall shape of

the bottom profile of different holes match the experimentai data in ail cases. Hawever,
the simulation slightly overestimated the depth of trenches for large hola.
Sidewall shapes of holes may be different fiom what is shown in measured profiles.

This is due to the size of probe of the profilorneter which was about the size of srnaII
holes.
For simulations, the reaction probability was set to 0.1 and the mean free path was

assurneci to be L O p . The simulation was nui for each hole separateiy to avoid loading
effect. The hole diameters in simuIations were set to be equal to the real hoies.

Appendix E: Eiperimental Data for Trenching Effect

~i~ E- fi fiPerinrentd
for a 64tm hole.

si,,,U~QIiOn

Figure E- 14. Erperimenral and simulation resufts
/or a 1
6
w hole.

Figure E-15. Erpenhental andsimufation rend& figure E- f 6.Erperimenral and simulation results
/or a 254yn hole.
for a j8@mhole. The a c d trench depth is
Z.qU, versus 5 p f i r simulated result.

Appendk E: Experimental Darafor TrenchingEflect

Figure E- 17. Expertmenfol andsimdation resul~~for
a 10ûQm hole. The aciual m c h depth is
4 . M versu 7 pfor simuiated muIr-

AppendLx E Fabricated System

Appendix F:Fabricated System

Ftgurr F- 1. E d se*

ojihe +rem.

Etching chamhw volume = 1LOOcmJ

Expansion c h b e r volume = 5 5 û d

:&

F: Fabricoied System

Figure F-2. Another view of the erchingsystem.

Figure F-3. Cornputerintej-ace.
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